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Good sleep is essential to good health. Yet for most of its history, sleep medicine has focused on the definition, identification, and treatment of sleep problems. Sleep health is a term that is infrequently used and even less frequently defined. It is time for us to change this. Indeed, pressures in the research, clinical, and regulatory environments require that we do so. The health of populations is increasingly defined by positive attributes such as wellness, performance, and adaptation, and not merely by the absence of disease. Sleep health can be defined in such terms. Empirical data demonstrate several dimensions of sleep that are related to health outcomes, and that can be measured with self-report and objective methods. One suggested definition of sleep health and a description of self-report items for measuring it are provided as examples. The concept of sleep health synergizes with other health care agendas, such as empowering individuals and communities, improving population health, and reducing health care costs. Promoting sleep health also offers the field of sleep medicine new research and clinical opportunities. In this sense, defining sleep health is vital not only to the health of populations and individuals, but also to the health of sleep medicine itself.

Defining Sleep Health

Defining sleep health is a deceptively simple proposition, and one might assume that it has already been done. Principles and Practice of Sleep Medicine mentions “sleep health” twice, but does not define it. Neither do two other sleep medicine textbooks. A simple PubMed search for this exact term produced 150 results, and Google Scholar over 3,000, but the majority do not define it. The concept of sleep health can serve an important educational function. It not only identifies what is “normal,” but quantifies degrees within the normal range. It provides concrete targets for health promotion and prevention activities. This contrasts with treatments for disorders, which focus on the removal of symptoms or dysfunctions. It ties in with broader agendas, such as improving population health. As accountable care organizations are required to improve outcomes and manage costs for all individuals under their care and within the larger communities in which they reside, greater emphasis will be placed on improving health. Sleep health provides a metric for health promotion efforts at the individual, group, and population level. Examining the entire range of sleep health is useful for sleep research. Genetic, epigenetic, and proteomic studies have often focused on individuals with specific sleep disorders compared to unaffected controls, or the effects of sleep deprivation compared to undisturbed sleep. However, such studies can also be informed by examining individuals with varying degrees of a positive trait, or resilience to perturbation. As an example, studies of successful aging have helped to inform our understanding of pathological aging. Similarly, studying individuals with a wide range of sleep health may help to identify biomarkers more efficiently than simply studying affected and unaffected individuals.

Sleep Health: Is It Important?

Can we define sleep health? Can we measure it? Does it matter if we do? Isn’t sleep health just the opposite of sleep problems or sleep deficiency?

For most of its brief history, sleep medicine has defined itself in terms of sleep disorders and, more recently, sleep deficiency. In this way, sleep medicine has followed the pattern established by other medical disciplines—focusing on disorders, diseases, and their treatment. But sleep medicine now finds itself embattled. Reductions in federal research funding threaten the pipeline of basic and clinical investigation. Simultaneously, reductions in reimbursement for laboratory-based polysomnography (PSG) threaten the financial viability of sleep medicine centers. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) calls for large-scale re-engineering of medical care, and the role of sleep medicine in the patient-centered medical home and accountable care organizations remains uncertain.

In this time of unprecedented challenge, how will sleep medicine demonstrate its relevance—indeed, its central position—in scientific and health care debates? Although we need multiple approaches, defining sleep health and promoting it as a crucial component of population health are important steps. Why?

1. Sleep health provides a positive frame of reference for sleep to patients, providers, and health care administrators. Although it is important to identify and treat disorders and deficits, sleep health is not simply their absence. Rather, sleep health indicates how well an individual or population is doing. By emphasizing the positive role of sleep in overall health, sleep health contrasts with the usual media and scientific attention on the negative role of sleep problems.

2. The concept of sleep health can serve an important educational function. It not only identifies what is “normal,” but quantifies degrees within the normal range.

3. It provides concrete targets for health promotion and prevention activities. This contrasts with treatments for disorders, which focus on the removal of symptoms or dysfunctions.

4. It ties in with broader agendas, such as improving population health. As accountable care organizations are required to improve outcomes and manage costs for all individuals under their care and within the larger communities in which they reside, greater emphasis will be placed on improving health. Sleep health provides a metric for health promotion efforts at the individual, group, and population level.

5. Examining the entire range of sleep health is useful for sleep research. Genetic, epigenetic, and proteomic studies have often focused on individuals with specific sleep disorders compared to unaffected controls, or the effects of sleep deprivation compared to undisturbed sleep. However, such studies can also be informed by examining individuals with varying degrees of a positive trait, or resilience to perturbation. As an example, studies of successful aging have helped to inform our understanding of pathological aging. Similarly, studying individuals with a wide range of sleep health may help to identify biomarkers more efficiently than simply studying affected and unaffected individuals.
"sleep health," but none of them explicitly defines the term, and each of them includes different constructs as part of sleep health, including sleep duration, sleep times, awakenings, sleepiness, and specific sleep disorder symptoms. The 2006 Institute of Medicine Report, *Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation: An Unmet Public Health Problem* indicates that the first task of the ad hoc committee was to, “Review and quantify the public health significance of sleep health, sleep loss, and sleep disorders...” (italics added). Yet among the six occurrences of the term “sleep health” in the IOM report, none is a definition. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s mission statement for sleep and sleep disorders is, “To raise awareness about the problem of sleep insufficiency and sleep disorders and the importance of sleep health for the nation’s overall health” (italics added). However, it also does not define sleep health. In short, “sleep health” is a term that is infrequently used in the literature, and when it is used, it is typically not defined.

**Lessons from Definitions of General Health**

The potential difficulties surrounding a definition of sleep health are illustrated by attempts to define health itself. Many have questioned whether it is even possible to define health. As summarized by Smith and Larson, paradigms for defining health have shifted from those that emphasize disease to those that focus on functioning, well-being, and interactions with the environment. Four major models of health can be summarized as follows: (1) The medical or clinical model, which defines health as an absence of disease or disability, and focuses on the causes, prevention, and care of illness; (2) The World Health Organization (WHO) model, which emphasizes health as well-being, and not merely the absence of disease (see below); (3) Wellness or role performance models, which emphasize function and the integration of body, mind, and spirit, and which treat health and illness as separable dimensions; and (4) Environmental or adaptive models, which emphasize health as resilience or potential and the individual’s ability to adapt to challenges in the physical and social environment. These four models align well with how providers define health in clinical practice, emphasizing not only disease and disability, but also functioning and adaptation.

The medical model has prevailed for the past several hundred years in Western medicine, and has led to dramatic advances in understanding the etiology pathophysiology, and treatment of diseases, including sleep disorders. A recent summary of US health in comparison with other countries focused on the presence/absence of specific diseases. However, medicine and public health have also begun to incorporate elements of the other three models, which place greater emphasis on health, wellness, and function. The WHO charter of 1948 adopted the following definition: “Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” Subsequent criticisms of this definition focused on its non-specificity, the absence of clear anchors or definitions of “well-being,” and the inclusion of “complete” as a qualifier, which renders most people unhealthy and health an unachievable goal. Nevertheless, the seemingly unrealistic WHO definition led to subsequent efforts at quantifying health in groundbreaking studies such as the RAND Health Insurance Experiment, the Medical Outcomes Survey, and the Alameda County Study. WHO and wellness models also paved the way for concepts such as health-related quality of life (HRQOL) which is now accepted as an important and measurable construct.

The WHO definition of health offers several instructive points in considering a definition of sleep health. First, the WHO definition adopts a positive direction, describing health as a state of well-being and distinguishing it from the absence of disease. Second, it proposes notions of physical, mental, and social well-being that can, at least in theory, be quantified. Third, it places health in the context not only of the individual, but of society as well.

**Dimensions of Sleep and Sleep Health**

Just as health is a multidimensional concept, so too are sleep and sleep health. Carskadon and Dement offer the following definition of sleep: “Sleep is a recurring, reversible neurobehavioral state of relative perceptual disengagement from and unresponsiveness to the environment. Sleep is typically accompanied (in humans) by postural recumbence, behavioral quiescence, and closed eyes.”

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), in its workshop on Arousal and Modulatory Systems, defined sleep and wakefulness in this way: “Sleep and wakefulness are endogenous, recurring, behavioral states that reflect coordinated changes in the dynamic functional organization of the brain and that optimize physiology, behavior, and health. Homeostatic and circadian processes regulate the propensity for wakefulness and sleep.”

These definitions emphasize that human sleep can be measured across multiple levels of analysis and along multiple aspects or dimensions. For instance, sleep can be characterized across self-report, behavioral, physiological, circuit, cellular, and genetic levels of analysis. Within each level of analysis, sleep can be further characterized along multiple dimensions, such as quantity, continuity, and timing. Some dimensions are unique to a particular level of analysis: Satisfaction/quality in the self-report level, sleep stage architecture in the physiological level, and activation/deactivation of specific brain structures in the neural circuit level.

Definitions of sleep health should focus on those measurable characteristics of sleep that are most clearly associated with physical, mental, and neurobehavioral well-being. Multiple dimensions of sleep across multiple levels of analysis have been associated with such health outcomes, and should therefore be included in definitions of sleep health. A simple conceptual model of the relationship between sleep dimensions and health is presented in Figure 1.

A comprehensive review of specific dimensions of sleep and their association with specific health outcomes is beyond the scope of this article, but numerous other articles have addressed such relationships. Table 1 provides a summary of key findings and references. Published studies have not always supported the relationships described in Table 1; rather, the table describes plausible correlates of sleep health that warrant further consideration. Based on these findings, the following five dimensions of sleep appear the most relevant to definitions and measurements of sleep health:

- Sleep duration: The total amount of sleep obtained per 24 hours
Sleep continuity or efficiency: The ease of falling asleep and returning to sleep
Timing: The placement of sleep within the 24-hour day
Alertness/sleepiness: The ability to maintain attentive wakefulness
Satisfaction/Quality: The subjective assessment of “good” or “poor” sleep

These five dimensions are appropriate indicators of sleep health for several reasons. First, each is associated with health outcomes, albeit with somewhat different outcomes for each dimension. Second, they can each be expressed in positive terms, i.e., we can characterize their “better” directions. This is not to say that these dimensions are all unidirectional. For instance, sleep duration and sleep timing are “good” if they fall within certain ranges, but “poor” if they deviate too far in either direction from these ranges. It is also important to acknowledge that, while these dimensions can be expressed in positive terms, the supporting studies in Table 1 largely focus on their negative directions and consequences; there have been few studies specifically examining the potential benefits of good sleep. Third, most of the dimensions can be measured across self-report, behavioral, and physiological levels of analysis. Self-report is readily obtained with retrospective questionnaires or sleep diaries. Behavioral data can be measured with actigraphy. Physiological data can be obtained with home or laboratory PSG. “Satisfaction/quality” is the potential exception to this rule. However, this dimension may have a physiological correlate in the amount of slow wave sleep (SWS) or EEG delta activity.36,37 Finally, each dimension has good face validity or ecological validity, i.e., can be readily understood by health professionals and members of the public.

There are, of course, many other potential dimensions of sleep. For example, sleep restoration or restfulness is a subjective dimension that has been assessed in several epidemiological and psychometric studies.38-40 However, it is often expressed in a negative sense, i.e., as “non-restorative sleep,” and its unique association with health outcomes is less well-established.

Another potential dimension is sleep “depth” or “soundness,” and its physiological correlates, SWS and EEG delta activity. SWS tracks the course of brain development in adolescence,41 decreases with aging42,43 and various neuropsychiatric conditions,44 and is associated with outcomes such as metabolic function45 and pain perception.46 One disadvantage of SWS as a fundamental dimension of sleep health is that it does not have a direct self-report analog. As noted above, SWS correlates with overall sleep quality36,37 in some studies, although it may dissociate from subjective sleep quality reports in studies comparing younger and older adults.47 Our psychometric studies suggest that subjective sleep depth falls along the same dimension as overall sleep quality/satisfaction.48 Therefore, it seems reasonable to propose SWS as a correlate, if not a direct analog, of sleep satisfaction in the physiological level of analysis.

Regularity vs. variability of sleep is important for understanding sleep disorders such as insomnia49 and circadian rhythm disorders.50 However, variability can be difficult to quantify in itself, and is typically measured with the proposed dimensions above. Variability is an important target for sleep disorder treatments, but it is less clearly related to adverse health outcomes. However, one recent report did link sleep regularity with performance outcomes in children.51 Similar arguments can be made regarding adaptability, i.e., the ability to sleep well under conditions of physical, psychosocial, or chronobiological stress. Adaptability is more difficult to measure and, while plausibly related to health outcomes, is less well-supported by current data.
A Proposed Definition of Sleep Health

Based on the concepts and data presented above, one possible definition of sleep health is the following:

Sleep health is a multidimensional pattern of sleep-wakefulness, adapted to individual, social, and environmental demands, that promotes physical and mental well-being. Good sleep health is characterized by subjective satisfaction, appropriate timing, adequate duration, high efficiency, and sustained alertness during waking hours.

This proposed definition does not include, nor is it specific to, any individual sleep disorder. Rather, it focuses on attributes of sleep-wakefulness per se that can be measured in any individual with or without sleep disorders. The definition is most appropriate for adults, but could be adapted to infants, children, and adolescents. It expresses sleep health as a positive attribute. It can be measured across self-report, behavioral, and physiological levels. Some elements of the definition are also measurable across circuit, cellular, and genetic levels. The definition recognizes that sleep health is best understood in the context of individual, social, and environmental demands, i.e., that good sleep health may not look the same in every situation or every individual. Finally, the

Table 1—Dimensions of sleep and potential health outcomes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sleep Measure</th>
<th>Associated Health Outcomes</th>
<th>Sample References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction/Quality</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Kojima et al., 2000; Elder et al., 2008; Rod et al., 2011; Hublin et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metabolic Syndrome</td>
<td>Jennings et al., 2009; Troxel et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes/impaired glucose metabolism</td>
<td>Vgontzas et al., 2009; Haseli-Mashhadi et al., 2009; Knutson et al., 2011;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Pykkonen et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Laugsand et al., 2011; Hoevenaar-Blom, 2011; Appelhans, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Baglioni, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alertness/Sleepiness/Napping</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Hays, 1996; Newman et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Newman et al., 2000; Sabanayagam et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impaired neurobehavioral performance</td>
<td>Dinges et al., 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing (e.g., shift work, chronotype)</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Åkerstedt et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Kawachi et al., 1995; Frost et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metabolic syndrome</td>
<td>Karlsson et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2009; Pietroist et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes/impaired glucose metabolism</td>
<td>Pan et al., 2011; Buxton et al., 2012; Reutarkul et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accidents</td>
<td>Folkark and Åkerstedt, 2004; Barger et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (sleep latency, wake after sleep onset)</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Newman et al., 2000; Nilsson et al., 2001; Mallon et al., 2002; Dew et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metabolic syndrome</td>
<td>Troxel et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes/impaired glucose metabolism</td>
<td>Cappuccio et al., 2010; Engeda et al., 2013; Kawakami et al., 2004; Knutson et al., 2011; Lou, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Vgontzas et al., 2009; Javaer et al., 2008; Phillips and Mannino, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Laugsand et al., 2011; Grandner et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Baglioni et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Wingard and Berkman, 1983; Kripe et al., 2002; Hublin et al., 2007; Youngstedt et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Gangwisch et al., 2005; Cappuccio et al., 2008; Hasler et al., 2004; Buxton et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metabolic Syndrome</td>
<td>Hall et al., 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Ayas et al., 2003; Gottlieb et al., 2005; Yaggi et al., 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Gottlieb et al., 2006; Gangwisch et al., 2006; Cappuccio et al., 2007; Stranges et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Mallon et al., 2002; Ayas et al., 2003; Hoevenaar-Blom et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impaired neurobehavioral performance</td>
<td>Van Dongen et al., 2003; Van Dongen et al., 2004; Belenky et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cited references are intended as examples of the associations described; they are not intended to represent a comprehensive list. In some cases, the references support the observed associations only in some of the analyses or subsamples examined.
definition provides definable anchors for the dimensions of sleep health.

**Measuring Sleep Health: Are You SATED?**

The proposed definition of sleep health incorporates a number of critical dimensions, but may still sound vague and difficult to quantify. Tools and criteria are needed to quantify sleep health. The existing literature provides guidance in devising such tools by identifying thresholds for health risk associated with different dimensions of sleep. One potential—but unvalidated—tool for measuring sleep health is a self-report scale referred to by the acronym SATED. The SATED scale assesses five key dimensions of sleep that have been consistently associated with health outcomes, and it incorporates specific quantitative criteria for four of the five. These dimensions are Satisfaction with sleep; Alertness during waking hours; Timing of sleep; Sleep Efficiency; and Sleep Duration. The SATED scale is brief and would take no more than a minute or two to complete. Consistent with the proposed definition of sleep health, the SATED scale addresses positive dimensions of sleep-wakefulness that are present to some degree in every person. This proposed scale is by no means the only, or perhaps even the best, tool to measure self-reported sleep health. Indeed, it would be premature to employ this or any other scale for measuring sleep health before developing broader consensus on its content and assessing its validity. The point is simply that it is possible to construct such scales. See the supplemental material and Figure S1 for a further description of the SATED scale.

**Comparison of Sleep Health to Other Frameworks, and Potential Objections**

As described above, “sleep health” is infrequently used and more rarely defined in the literature. The major competing construct is that of “sleep deficiency.” The 2011 National Institutes of Health Sleep Disorders Research Plan defines sleep deficiency as a “deficit in the quantity or quality of sleep obtained versus the amount needed for optimal health, performance, and well-being; sleep deficiency may result from prolonged wakefulness leading to sleep deprivation, insufficient sleep duration, sleep fragmentation, or a sleep disorder, such as in obstructive sleep apnea, that disrupts sleep and thereby renders sleep non-restorative.” The NHLBI includes additional specification in its public pages: “[Sleep deficiency] occurs if you have one or more of the following: You don’t get enough sleep (sleep deprivation); You sleep at the wrong time of day (that is, you’re out of sync with your body’s natural clock); You don’t sleep well or get all of the different types of sleep that your body needs; You have a sleep disorder that prevents you from getting enough sleep or causes poor quality sleep.”

The proposed definition of sleep health is in many ways the inverse of these definitions of sleep deficiency. Both sleep health and sleep deficiency emphasize the link to optimal health and well-being; both address multiple dimensions of sleep, including duration, efficiency, and timing. Sleep deficiency also incorporates sleep disorders. Dimensions incorporated in the proposed definition of sleep health, such as sleep duration, efficiency, and timing, clearly exist on a continuum with the constructs incorporated in sleep deficiency. In fact, we could define sleep deficiency and optimal sleep health as the anchors at either end of this continuum. Similarly, various domains of cardiovascular health such as atherosclerosis, blood pressure, and cardiac output each exist on a continuum from good to poor, or healthy to unhealthy. So is sleep health—or at least a definition of it—necessary? Several considerations suggest that sleep health is indeed distinct from sleep deficiency and important in its own right.

First, health is not merely the absence of disease. Cardiovascular health is not defined exclusively by the absence of a myocardial infarction, pulmonary health by the absence of emphysema, or mental health by the absence of schizophrenia. Similarly, sleep health should not be defined exclusively by the absence of sleep deprivation or a sleep disorder. In this regard sleep health is a broader and potentially more useful concept than sleep deficiency in some settings. It is also consistent with an increasing emphasis on promoting health—rather than simply focusing on disease—in other areas of medicine. For example, the CDC’s Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention “works to improve cardiovascular health through public health strategies and policies that promote healthy lifestyles and behaviors; healthy environments and communities; and access to early and affordable detection and treatment.” The American Heart Association defines “ideal cardiovascular health” by the absence of disease and the presence of seven quantifiable factors and behaviors. Ideal cardiovascular health predicts lower risk of cardiovascular disease and mortality.

Second, deficiency states are framed in a negative rather than a positive light: as something to be avoided and replaced, rather than something to be sought and promoted. Framing sleep in a positive direction may help with education and health promotion initiatives.

Third, deficiencies usually refer to inadequate amounts of an exogenous or endogenous substance rather than to endogenous processes or states. Thus, we speak of vitamin or hormone deficiencies, but not of respiration or digestion deficiencies. We often refer to sleep in quantitative terms as though it were a substance, but it is fundamentally a process or state.

Fourth, deficiencies are usually defined in categorical terms: An individual is either deficient, and therefore in need of intervention, or not. Sleep characteristics exist on continua, like blood pressure or cholesterol, rather than as typical deficiency/sufficiency states, like nutrient or hormone deficiencies. In a related way, deficiency states imply that a sufficiency state also exists, but this state remains undefined in the case of sleep deficiency. Gradations exist even within normal sleep, but these are more difficult to account for within the framework of sleep deficiency.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the continuum of sleep health can be measured and applied to every individual, whereas sleep deficiency by definition exists only in some individuals. For purposes of education, assessing populations, and health promotion, it is useful to include every individual, not only the minority with illness or disability.

Aside from the comparison to sleep deficiency, several other potential objections to the concept of defining sleep health can also be raised:

- Isn’t it more important to focus on sleep disorders rather than the abstract concept of sleep health? Obviously, the identification and treatment of sleep disorders
is important because of their morbidity, functional impairment, and mortality risk. However, sleep health and sleep disorders are not an either-or proposition. Diagnosing and treating sleep disorders is a proper function of sleep medicine centers. On the other hand, measuring sleep health may be important for characterizing populations and assessing risk, efficiently screening individuals, and potentially for measuring the outcome of interventions.

- Isn’t sleep health just a Platonic ideal that is unachievable in the real world? As proposed, sleep health can be measured and achieved. Everyone has some level of sleep health, from poor to good, just as everyone has some level of cardiovascular health or general health. Sleep health is not defined only as ideal or good sleep.

- How does this definition of sleep health relate to sleep in other cultures? Human sleep is flexible enough to accommodate a variety of sleep schedules, ranging from the “segmented” nighttime sleep of pre-industrial society to the siesta pattern of Mediterranean and equatorial cultures, to the uniphasic sleep characteristic of most modern western cultures. While the proposed definition of sleep health allows for such variations, the proposed SATED scale was designed to measure the typical Western uniphasic nocturnal sleep pattern. However, it could be modified for other sleep cultures.

**Next Steps and Future Directions**

Standardization of the sleep health concept could lead to a number of new clinical, research, and public health applications. However, the first step will be to obtain broader consensus on a definition of sleep health and how to measure it. Stakeholders representing sleep research, clinical practice, public health, health care delivery agencies, and research funding agencies should participate in the development of such definitions.

A second step will be to refine and validate the actual components of sleep health. Existing data sets could be a useful and efficient means of conducting initial validation studies, since many of these studies have collected information on most of the suggested sleep dimensions, as well as information about physical and mental health. Retrospective studies could provide preliminary evidence regarding which potential dimensions of sleep health are associated with health; whether the various dimensions carry equal weight, and whether they act independently, additively, or synergistically; and the optimal thresholds to identify health risks for each dimension. Psychometric techniques such as item response theory (IRT) could help to address these questions. Retrospective studies could also be used to identify objective components of sleep health from actigraphy or PSG, and their respective threshold values.

Following preliminary validation of sleep health and its dimensions using archival data, prospective epidemiologic and treatment studies could further refine and validate the concept. Simple measures of sleep health could be readily incorporated into cohort and treatment studies that focus on other health outcomes. Understanding the determinants of sleep health, i.e., the factors that promote or constrain sleep health at the individual and population level, is another important area of investigation.

Perhaps most importantly, measures of sleep health should be incorporated into efforts to characterize and improve population health. A growing consensus recognizes that improving the U.S. health care system requires simultaneous pursuit of the so-called “Triple Aim”: Improving the experience of care, reducing per capita costs of health care, and improving the health of entire populations. While these are also the explicit goals for accountable care organizations, most attention thus far has focused on reducing costs and improving quality of care. Although “population” can be narrowly defined as the covered lives within an accountable care organization, as health care coverage expands it begins to include the entire population within a geographic area. Increasingly, then, health care is viewed not only as the treatment of disease in individuals within a particular health care delivery system, but as the production of health in the entire population.

How do we produce health—and sleep health in particular—within a population? Multiple factors shape health in general and sleep health in particular, including genetic, social, environmental, behavioral, and medical care domains. Surprisingly, health-related behaviors and social and environmental factors account for a greater proportion of premature death (40% to 60%) than the proportion attributable to the availability or quality of health care (10%). In 1983, the Alameda County Study identified a number of health-related behaviors associated with premature mortality and disability: smoking, alcohol use, physical inactivity, obesity, poor nutrition—and short or long sleep duration. Analyses of health in the U.S. in 2010 show that poor diet, tobacco, obesity, inactivity, and alcohol use continue to be leading contributors to death and disability-adjusted life years—although sleep was not examined in these analyses. Population-level interventions for these risk factors could plausibly reduce health care spending and increase longevity in the population. While a great deal of effort has been focused on individual and population-level interventions to address most of the health-related behaviors listed above, interventions aimed at sleep behaviors often have been notably absent. Indeed, high-profile recommendations for measuring population health have included each of the behavioral factors mentioned above—except sleep and sleep health. This oversight has been matched by sleep’s exclusion in clinical practice and expert recommendations for routine preventive services in primary care settings.

Recently, sleep has made some progress in entering the national health discussion: Sleep-related questions and measures have been included in the Center for Disease Control Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance System (BRFSS) and the National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES). Defining and measuring sleep health could provide another crucial step to developing population-level recognition and intervention efforts focused on sleep, similar to those for other important health behaviors.

Defining and measuring sleep health within the larger realm of population health also has important clinical implications for sleep medicine. Asch and Volpp provide a compelling argument that, “whereas the current health care delivery system focuses on health care, what people really want is health.” Thus, health care organizations may need to shift their focus from delivering health care to improving health.
In a parallel way, sleep medicine has previously focused its efforts on the identification, understanding, and treatment of sleep disorders. As the reimbursement environment changes, greater emphasis is being placed on the chronic management of sleep disorder patients within the patient-centered medical home. In the future, our effort may need to broaden even further to include services such as sleep wellness or sleep health programs, which may be based in social service or public health organizations, rather than sleep medicine clinics or even health care organizations. To paraphrase Asch and Volpp: The current sleep medicine delivery system focuses on sleep testing and sleep disorders, but what people may really want is better sleep.

Considering sleep health from a population health perspective also has research implications. The Institute of Medicine has recommended better measurement of population health and increased funding for population-based prevention and health promotion activities, by reallocating clinical care funds under the ACA. Population health studies will require new partnerships between the health care delivery system, the public health sector, and the social services sector, as well as new methods, such as those proposed here, to assess sleep health status in the community and to provide targets for intervention.

Finally, sleep health could become an important component of public education initiatives. A definition of sleep health would provide affirmative goals, as well as indicators of risk. Such initiatives would be most effective when coupled with education on behavioral and environmental strategies for achieving good sleep health. Previous educational campaigns related to other areas of behavioral health, such as those promoting healthy nutrition, physical activity, safe driving, and back-sleeping in infants, could provide important strategic and tactical lessons. Public education campaigns within sleep medicine, including those associated with National Sleep Week, would be further strengthened by having a clear definition of sleep health. Also, programs such as NHLBI’s “Technologies to Assess Sleep Health Status in Populations” R43/R44 (RFA-HL-14-013) could be used to develop objective biomarkers, and programs such as the “Education Research in Sleep Health and Sleep-Circadian Biology” R25 (PAR-11-098) could be used to provide education on sleep health.

**Summary**

Sleep is critical to health. As we enter new research and health care landscapes, the field of sleep medicine would benefit from having a clear definition not only of sleep disorders and sleep deficits, but also of sleep health. We know enough about sleep to construct such a definition. We know enough about measuring sleep to construct simple self-report and objective metrics. Defining sleep health will advance our science, and promote the health of our patients and the entire population.
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Measuring Sleep Health: Are you SATED?

The proposed definition of sleep health in this paper incorporates a number of critical dimensions, but may still sound vague and difficult to quantify. Tools and criteria are needed to quantify sleep health. The existing literature provides guidance in devising such tools by identifying thresholds for health risk associated with different dimensions of sleep. Figure S1 presents one proposed tool for measuring sleep health, a self-report scale referred to by the acronym SATED. The SATED scale assesses five key dimensions of sleep that have been consistently associated with health outcomes, and it incorporates specific quantitative criteria for four of the five. These dimensions are Satisfaction with sleep; Alertness during waking hours; Timing of sleep; Sleep Efficiency; and Sleep Duration. The SATED scale is brief and takes no more than a minute or two to complete.

Because it is based on empirical data rather than patient input regarding outcomes that are important to them, SATED is not a patient-reported outcome (PRO) as typically defined. However, the dimensions of the SATED scale align well with previous research findings on the development of sleep-related health outcomes, and it incorporates specific quantitative criteria for four of the five. These dimensions are Satisfaction with sleep; Alertness during waking hours; Timing of sleep; Sleep Efficiency; and Sleep Duration. The SATED scale is brief and takes no more than a minute or two to complete.

The SATED scale is a self-report measure of sleep health. Four of the five dimensions have parallel measures within the behavioral (actigraphy) and physiological (PSG) level of analysis. As noted above, sleep satisfaction is by definition subjective. Although there is no obvious actigraphy analog of sleep satisfaction, SWS is a potential physiological correlate.

The proposed definition of sleep health and the SATED scale address positive dimensions of sleep-wakefulness that are present to some degree in every person. As presented in Figure S1, the items on the SATED scale can be totaled to produce a single summary score, ranging from 0 (poor sleep health) to 10 (good sleep health). This is consistent with evidence from some studies that the number of sleep symptoms or problems have additive effects on health outcomes. Other response options, such as 5-point Likert scales, could also be used. It would also be possible to calculate scores based on specific numerical responses for most of the scales (e.g., actual sleep duration), although doing so would make it more complicated to score. The SATED scale is brief and simple enough to be used in a variety of community, health care, and research settings.

Comparison of SATED to Other Measurements, and Potential Objections

The SATED scale can also be compared to other instruments that assess constructs similar to sleep health. Hundreds of self-report sleep measures already exist, and a comprehensive comparison is beyond the scope of the current paper. However, a comparison to some of the more widely-used instruments is illustrates some key similarities and differences. The Epworth Sleepiness Scale is the most widely-used self-report sleep measure. It is brief, easy to complete and score, and has good face validity for adults in western societies. However, its assessment of a single dimension, the tendency to doze in specific situations, is not adequate for measuring the broad construct of sleep health. The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) is also widely-used and provides a single global score. It incorporates all the dimensions in the proposed definition of sleep health, and includes quantitative sleep information. However, the PSQI is lengthier (18 items), more complicated to score, and scaled to measure sleep problems rather than sleep health. The Medical Outcomes Survey (MOS) Sleep measure is a 12-item scale that assesses each of the constructs proposed for sleep health, as well as symptoms of sleep apnea and insomnia. The MOS sleep measure is summarized in seven subscales, ranging from one to nine items, but also has a complicated scoring algorithm that may limit widespread use. The PROMIS Sleep Disturbance and Sleep-Related Impairment scales cover the dimensions of sleep health, are calibrated to the general population, and have the precision associated with item response theory validation. The PROMIS scales were developed as PROs, with item selection following psychometric principles rather than research findings, and its items are not anchored to specific, quantifiable values. Scoring PROMIS measures requires scoring software or conversion tables. Thus, sleep health measures such as SATED may have utility and functionality beyond currently available scales.

Objections might also be raised to the particular format of the proposed SATED scale as a potential measure of sleep health:

1. The SATED scale has not been psychometrically validated. True. Rather, it is shown to indicate the type of measure, and of the type of items, that could be used to measure the general concept of sleep health. On the basis of data in Table 1, it seems likely that the items in SATED could be validated, but this remains an empirical question.

2. The SATED scale cannot be considered a PRO, since it was not developed with the formal methodology recommended for PROs, including input from patients themselves. However, the intent of this measure is somewhat different; it is intended to reflect what is known about sleep risk factors for adverse health outcomes, rather than outcomes important to patients themselves.

3. A more useful scale would assess the risk of actual sleep disorders. While it is clear that specific sleep disorders increase health risks, many screening, diagnostic, and severity tools already exist for these. Rather than assess the risk of any specific disorder, SATED evaluates aspects of sleep health that could be affected by multiple disorders. Importantly, all of the items in SATED refer to elements of sleep itself, and not to symptoms evident in association with sleep, such as snoring or restless legs.

4. Objective measures of sleep health would be more useful. There is a place for both self-report and objective measures of sleep health. Self-report measures can be made widely available, are simple and quick to complete, and have good face validity. Objective measures are best suited to smaller, well-characterized samples, and to funded cohort studies. Convincing
arguments have been made previously for the need to identify and validate biomarkers for sleep processes and sleep deficiency. Self-reports such as SATED are not mutually exclusive with these measures. However, until such biomarkers are validated, self-report and objective sleep measures remain the most viable for the widest number of settings.

5. The scale does not measure adaptability of sleep. The proposed definition of sleep health incorporates adaptability, but as currently structured, the SATED scale does not. Some sleep circumstances, such as night shift work and sleep deprivation, clearly have an adverse effect on health and/or functioning. However, individuals vary widely in the degree of impairment they experience. The absence of significant impairment may be an indicator of sleep health. In practice, it is difficult to anchor sleep adaptability to observable behavioral dimensions outside of those already included in the SATED scale. Asking someone how they sleep at times of stress is possible, but ultimately depends on variables such as sleep latency and sleep time. An alternative, simpler, and more direct way of measuring adaptability may be to assess a person’s level of stress or “sleep challenge” at the time of completion of the SATED scale. It is also possible to objectively assess sleep under stressful circumstances, such assessments are difficult to conduct outside of research studies.
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